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Preface

DialDoc Workshop focuses on Document-grounded Dialogue and Conversational Question Answering where system responses or answers are based on the relevant content in the associated documents. Such dialogue and conversational question answering systems have the potential to access heterogeneous knowledge in document content dynamically via natural language interactions. In addition, there is a vast amount of written and visual document content created by individuals and organizations to present their knowledge to the world in broad applications. Thus, there is a substantial demand of building personal assistive conversational systems based on documents in many different domains. This area also attracts great attentions from researchers and practitioners in various fields.

There are significant individual research threads that show promises in dialogue and QA models over different kinds of knowledge in document content, including (1) unstructured content such as text passages; (2) semi-structured content such as tables or lists; (3) multimedia such as images and videos with associated textual descriptions; (4) or structured data specified by schema such as RDFa or Microdata in the webpages. The purpose of this workshop is to invite researchers to bring their individual perspectives on the document-grounded dialogue and conversational question answering and advance the related AI research in joint effort. We also organize a Shared Task on modeling goal-oriented information-seeking dialogues that are grounded in the associated documents.

This Shared Task focuses on building goal-oriented information-seeking conversation systems. The goal is to teach a dialogue system to identify the most relevant knowledge in the given document for generating agent responses in natural language. It includes two subtasks: the first subtask is to predict the grounding span for next agent response given the context; the second subtask is to generate agent response in natural language given the context. There are a total of 23 teams that participated Dev-Test phase. For final test phrase, 11 teams submitted to the leaderboard of Subtask 1, and 9 teams submitted to the leaderboard of Subtask 2. Many submissions outperform baseline significantly. For the first task, the best system achieved 67.1 Exact Match and 76.3 F1 score. For the second subtask, the best system achieved 41.1 SacreBLEU score and highest rank by human evaluation.

In this workshop, we have research track and technical system track for Shared Task. There are a total 22 submissions, including 14 submissions to research track and 8 submissions to technical system track, among which, there are 5 non-archival submissions. The workshop program features all 19 accepted papers with another 8 ACL finding papers from ACL main conference. The paper presentations are either as posters or talks in virtual format. We are also fortunate to have great invited talks by Jonathan Berant, Danqi Chen, Dilek Hakkani-Tur, Verena Rieser, Jason Weston, William Wang Yang and Scott (Wen-tau) Yih.

Finally, we would like to thank our program committee members, invited speakers, ACL workshop chairs. We are also thankful to IBM Research for sponsoring the Shared Task competition.
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